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The Sequence of Returns on your investments is a 
critical element in retirement planning. 
Financial professionals often use a variety of techniques involving asset allocation to develop strategies that 
help ride out these highs and lows.

However, the focus during your accumulation years, leading up to retirement, can be very different than those 
in your retirement years. The reason is simple: 

•  During your working, accumulation, years you are moving toward a goal. When you hit that goal, your target 
number, you know you can elect to retire. Market highs and lows present a challenge but the financial path 
to retirement is focused on achieving a targeted number to give you peace of mind.

•  Once you enter your retirement phase, market highs and lows present a different challenge. If retirement 
distributions begin in a stable or rising market, you have the potential to preserve or even grow your retirement 
assets. If you begin retirement distributions in a declining market, you are both drawing down on your assets 
and selling into losses. Your retirement assets may begin to erode faster than initially planned. 



Life insurance may provide you with a strategy that offers your family protection during your working years, but 
also an alternative source of retirement funds to help protect against retiring in a down market.

•  You have a life insurance need,

•  Are 35-55 years old,

•  Are already funding traditional retirement options (IRAs and 401(k)s), but have a need for additional funding,

•  Are concerned about what will happen to your retirement funds in the event of a market drop while you are 
in or approaching retirement age.

Is the Smooth Sailing approach 
right for you? 

In every 20-year period, from the 1950s to the present, the S&P 500® 
has suffered anywhere from 4 to 6 losses. The trick is to not retire into 
these loss periods, but you might never know. Smooth Sailing potentially 
offers an option using cash value life insurance.
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the sequence of returns 
makes all the difference 

in retirement
Markets and investments fluctuate from year to year, but the effect they can have on your portfolio 
varies widely depending if you are building assets toward retirement or if you are consuming those 
assets in retirement.

Here’s how three different $250,000 retirement portfolios with three different sequences of returns built up, 
over 25 years from a client’s age 40 to retirement at age 65, each reaching a $1,000,000 retirement goal.

•  Portfolio A begins with a sequence of 
returns that is positive in the early years, 
turning negative in the later years.

•  Portfolio B has a sequence of returns 
that is the exact opposite of Sequence A, 
negative in the early years but positive in 
the later years.

•  Portfolio C has a sequence that is a 
level 6% year-over-year return.

Portfolios A, B & C all grew from $250,000 to just over $1,000,000. They had the same end result, but:

Sequence A Sequence B Sequence C

Age
Hypothetical 

S&P 500® Return
Year-End Value

Hypothetical 
S&P 500® Return

Year-End Value
Hypothetical 

S&P 500® Return
Year-End Value

40 250,000 250,000 250,000
41 5% 262,500 -25% 187,500 6% 265,000
42 28% 336,000 -14% 161,250 6% 280,900
43 22% 409,920 -10% 145,125 6% 297,754
44 -5% 389,424 16% 168,345 6% 315,619
45 20% 467,309 21% 203,697 6% 334,556
46 19% 556,097 5% 213,882 6% 354,630
47 23% 684,000 -16% 179,661 6% 375,907
48 9% 745,560 8% 194,034 6% 398,462
49 16% 864,849 14% 221,199 6% 422,370
50 23% 1,063,765 24% 274,521 6% 447,712
51 22% 1,297,793 14% 312,954 6% 474,575
52 -26% 960,367 5% 328,602 6% 503,049
53 -15% 816,312 -15% 279,312 6% 533,232
54 5% 857,127 -26% 206,691 6% 565,226
55 14% 977,125 22% 252,163 6% 599,139
56 24% 1,212,673 23% 310,160 6% 635,088
57 14% 1,382,447 16% 359,786 6% 673,193
58 8% 1,493,042 9% 392,166 6% 713,584
59 -16% 1,254,156 23% 482,365 6% 756,400
60 5% 1,316,863 19% 574,014 6% 801,783
61 21% 1,593,405 20% 688,817 6% 849,890
62 16% 1,848,349 -5% 654,376 6% 900,884
63 -10% 1,663,514 22% 798,338 6% 954,937
64 -14% 1,430,622 28% 1,021,873 6% 1,012,233
65 -25% 1,072,967 5% 1,072,967 6% 1,072,967

In the end — all reach the same 
goal. They just took different paths.
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Sequence A Sequence B Sequence C

Age
Hypothetical 
S&P 500® 

Return

Annual 
Begin Year 
Withdrawal

Year-End
Value

Hypothetical 
S&P 500® 

Return

Annual 
Begin Year 
Withdrawal

Year-End 
Value

Hypothetical 
S&P 500® 

Return

Annual 
Begin Year 
Withdrawal

Year-End 
Value

65 1,000,000 1,000,000 1,000,000

66 5% -85,000 960,750 -25% -85,000 686,250 6.00% -85,000 969,900

67 28% -85,000 1,120,960 -14% -85,000 517,075 6.00% -85,000 937,994

68 22% -85,000 1,263,871 -10% -85,000 388,868 6.00% -85,000 904,174

69 -5% -85,000 1,119,928 16% -85,000 352,486 6.00% -85,000 868,324

70 20% -85,000 1,241,913 21% -85,000 323,658 6.00% -85,000 830,324

71 19% -85,000 1,376,727 5% -85,000 250,591 6.00% -85,000 790,043

72 23% -85,000 1,588,824 -16% -85,000 139,097 6.00% -85,000 747,345

73 9% -85,000 1,639,168 8% -85,000 58,424 6.00% -85,000 702,086

74 16% -85,000 1,802,835 14% -58,424 0 6.00% -85,000 654,111

75 23% -85,000 2,112,937 24% 0 0 6.00% -85,000 603,258

76 22% -85,000 2,474,083 14% 0 0 6.00% -85,000 549,354

77 -26% -85,000 1,767,921 5% 0 0 6.00% -85,000 492,215

78 -15% -85,000 1,430,483 -15% 0 0 6.00% -85,000 431,648

79 5% -85,000 1,412,757 -26% 0 0 6.00% -85,000 367,447

80 14% -85,000 1,513,643 22% 0 0 6.00% -85,000 299,393

81 24% -85,000 1,771,518 23% 0 0 6.00% -85,000 227,257

82 14% -85,000 1,922,630 16% 0 0 6.00% -85,000 150,792

83 8% -85,000 1,984,641 9% 0 0 6.00% -85,000 69,740

84 -16% -85,000 1,595,698 23% 0 0 6.00% -69,740 0

85 5% -85,000 1,586,233 19% 0 0 6.00% 0 0

86 21% -85,000 1,816,492 20% 0 0 6.00% 0 0

87 16% -85,000 2,008,531 -5% 0 0 6.00% 0 0

88 -10% -85,000 1,731,178 22% 0 0 6.00% 0 0

89 -14% -85,000 1,415,713 28% 0 0 6.00% 0 0

90 -25% -85,000 998,035 5% 0 0 6.00% 0 0

Everything Changes in Retirement.
Life insurance can help by offering an alternative source of funds in retirement, its cash surrender values, 
while offering family protection during your working years.

Look what happens to the $1,000,000 portfolio in retirement as it faces the same market conditions and 
sequence of returns, while drawing down living expenses in retirement.

Only Sequence A, where the portfolio 
began with a positive return, held up 
for 25 years, ending nearly with the 
same amount.

In Sequence B, you retire in the 
opposite sequence of returns. With 
early year losses your portfolio can 
be wiped out before you are very far 
into your 70s.

Even with a level annual sequence 
of returns, you may not solve 
running down retirement assets 
much past life expectancy.
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how life insurance can 
help smooth the uncertain 

waters of retirement
Tom is age 65 and has accumulated $1,000,000 toward his 
retirement. Like many people today, he knew he had to build a 
retirement pool of his own. To maintain his current standard of 
living, he needs $100,000 a year in retirement and he has a little 
coming in for support from other sources:

•  Social Security — $20,000

•  Pension  — $10,000

•  Tom’s Savings — need to make up the other $70,000

Tom knows he needs to draw from his $1,000,000 retirement fund at $70,000 per year. However, he’s 
concerned that if the stock market is unstable he may not have sufficient funds.1 He works with his Financial 
Professional and they look at a 20-year return for the market, until he’s age 85. They don’t look to the 1980s 
and 1990s, where markets saw increases in most years. Instead, they look to what the market experienced in 
the 1970s and 1980s, when there was a mix of gains and losses. In fact, they look at 1973-1993 when the 
market started with a sequence of several negative market years.

This is the result Tom might see (assuming the same market returns as in the 1970s and 1980s). This is the 
result of ONLY five down years over a twenty-year period, and assuming a very low 1% inflation. They thought 
this was a conservative approach. In fact, if Tom and his financial professional used the S&P 500® performance 
from 2000-2015, Tom’s retirement assets would have been eliminated in just 11 years (his age 76).

By taking funds out of his retirement savings year in and year out, Tom is forced to sell into loss years. In effect, 
Tom locks in and exacerbates his losses during down market years.

Tom’s Results without Life Insurance

Starting balance at Age 65
Annual Retirement Fund Withdrawals 

and 1% Inflation
Tom’s Retirement Fund Balance 

at Age 85

$1,000,000 $70,000 $444,791
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Smooth Sailing — A Possible Strategy with Life Insurance 
Tom has one advantage that his Financial Professional brings to his attention. When he was in his 40s, Tom 
bought a cash value life insurance policy. At the time, the insurance was intended to protect his family if 
something happened to him during his working years. Now, at age 65, the policy has a modest cash surrender 
value that Tom can access to help supplement his retirement.

His Financial Professional shows Tom a strategy called Smooth Sailing where he can supplement his retirement 
income in a way that may give him an answer to his retirement challenge. Tom continues to take distributions 
from his $1,000,000 retirement pool. However, in years following down market years, Tom could instead 
access his policy’s cash surrender values, and avoid selling into his market losses.

The gray bars below represent the 5 down market years during the 1970s and 1980s. These are the years that 
Tom would take a distribution from his life insurance policy instead of his retirement pool.

As a result, Tom preserves his traditional retirement funds, allowing them time to recover. Adding a cash value 
life insurance policy to the mix lets Tom avoid selling in down years and locking in losses. What’s more, using 
life insurance — an asset with different taxation — may enhance Tom’s retirement fund and allow him to leave 
a legacy to his family. Using cash value life insurance in retirement allows Tom to Smooth the Sailing on the 
uncertain waters of retirement.

Past performance is not indicative of future results. Clients cannot invest directly in the S&P 500® Index.
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In both scenarios, the 
beginning balance is 
$1,000,000

Without a Smooth Sailing strategy, 
his retirement fund is 56% less 
than his starting balance

With a Smooth Sailing strategy, 
Tom’s retirement fund at age 
85 is over $3,500,000
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How Life Insurance Benefits Can Help Clients Smooth 
the Uncertain Waters of Retirement
By purchasing permanent cash value life insurance instead of term insurance, Tom provided for his family in 
multiple ways:

•  He has the death benefit during his working years to protect his family.

•  At retirement he has a reasonable cash value that he can tap in retirement, as needed.

•  He has an asset with special tax treatment.

•  By using the Smooth Sailing approach with life insurance, Tom can also potentially provide his family with a 
legacy by not depleting his assets in retirement.

How the Numbers Work
Here’s a year by year charting of how Tom’s $1,000,000 retirement nest egg might be eroded, or might be 
spared based on his electing to supplement his retirement savings with a cash value life insurance policy.

Retirement Account with 1% Inflation

Age
Beginning 

of Year 
Balance

Annual 
Withdrawal

Post 
Withdrawal 

Balance

Hypothetical 
S&P 500® 

Return

End of Year 
Balance

65 $1,000,000 ($70,000) $930,000 -14.66% $793,662 

66  793,662 -70,700  722,962 -26.47%  531,594 

67  531,594 -71,407  460,187 37.20%  631,377 

68  631,377 -72,121  559,255 23.84%  692,582 

69  692,582 -72,842  619,740 -7.16%  575,366 

70  575,366 -73,571  501,796 6.56%  534,713 

71  534,713 -74,306  460,407 18.44%  545,306 

72  545,306 -75,049  470,257 32.50%  623,090 

73  623,090 -75,800  547,290 -4.92%  520,363 

74  520,363 -76,558  443,805 21.55%  539,445 

75  539,445 -77,324  462,122 22.56%  566,376 

76  566,376 -78,097  488,280 6.27%  518,895 

77  518,895 -78,878  440,017 31.73%  579,635 

78  579,635 -79,667  499,968 18.67%  593,312 

79  593,312 -80,463  512,849 5.25%  539,773 

80  539,773 -81,268  458,506 16.61%  534,663 

81  534,663 -82,081  452,583 31.69%  596,006 

82  596,006 -82,901  513,105 -3.11%  497,147 

83  497,147 -83,730  413,417 30.47%  539,385 

84  539,385 -84,568  454,818 7.62%  489,475 

85  489,475 -85,413  404,061 10.08%  444,791 

Tom begins with $1,000,000 
and he needs to withdraw 
$70,000 year in and year 
out, even in years following 
market losses. 

By selling into market losses, 
Tom’s exacerbated the losses. 
In just 20 years, and with just 
1% inflation, Tom’s eroded his 
portfolio 56% of the original 
nest egg.

Past performance of the S&P 500® Index is no guarantee of future results. Clients cannot invest directly into the S&P 500® Index. The Wall 
Street Journal echoes these concerns. It’s what they call the Sequence of Returns — noting that market losses, particularly early in retirement, 
can erode the overall portfolio and affect long-term retirement funds.2 
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But what if Tom could turn off the withdrawals in down years, or in the years following down years? Then he 
wouldn’t be selling into those loses, but he will need an alternative source of funds for his living expenses. This 
is where a cash value life insurance policy can be important.

Retirement Account

Age
Beginning 

of Year 
Balance

Annual 
Withdrawal

Post 
Withdrawal 

Balance

Hypothetical 
S&P 500® 

Return

End of Year 
Balance

65 $1,000,000 ($70,000) $930,000 -14.66% $793,662 

66  793,662 0  793,662 -26.47%  583,580 

67  583,580 0  583,580 37.20%  800,671 

68  800,671 -72,121  728,550 23.84%  902,237 

69  902,237 -72,842  829,394 -7.16%  770,010 

70  770,010 0  770,010 6.56%  820,522 

71  820,522 -74,306  746,216 18.44%  883,818 

72  883,818 -75,049  808,769 32.50%  1,071,618 

73  1,071,618 -75,800  995,819 -4.92%  946,824 

74  946,824 0  946,824 21.55%  1,150,865 

75  1,150,865 -77,324  1,073,541 22.56%  1,315,732 

76  1,315,732 -78,097  1,237,635 6.27%  1,315,235 

77  1,315,235 -78,878  1,236,357 31.73%  1,628,654 

78  1,628,654 -79,667  1,548,987 18.67%  1,838,183 

79  1,838,183 -80,463  1,757,720 5.25%  1,850,000 

80  1,850,000 -81,268  1,768,732 16.61%  2,062,519 

81  2,062,519 -82,081  1,980,438 31.69%  2,608,039 

82  2,608,039 -82,901  2,525,138 -3.11%  2,446,606 

83  2,446,606 0  2,446,606 30.47%  3,192,087 

84  3,192,087 -84,568  3,107,519 7.62%  3,344,312 

85  3,344,312 -85,413  3,258,899 10.08%  3,587,396 

Life Insurance Policy

Premiums
Death 
Benefit

Withdrawal
Loan

End of Year 
Cash Value

$7,500 $425,000 $0 $232,700

$0 375,000 -50,000 193,700

$0 325,000 -50,000 151,900

$0 325,000 0 160,500

$0 325,000 0 169,500

$0 275,000 -50,000 125,800

$0 275,000 0 132,150

$0 275,000 0 138,700

$0 275,000 0 145,600

$0 218,900 -55,000 94,000

$0 217,778 0 97,500

$0 216,634 0 101,000

$0 215,466 0 105,000

$0 214,276 0 108,700

$0 213,061 0 112,400

$0 211,822 0 116,600

$0 210,559 0 121,150

$0 209,270 0 126,200

$0 146,755 -60,000 67,500

$0 144,190 0 68,600

$0 141,574 0 69,500

By turning off retirement withdrawals, in 
years following negative market years, Tom’s 
portfolio has now increased from $1,000,000 
to $3,587,396 or 358%.

It’s handled by withdrawals or loans 
from a moderately funded cash 
value life insurance policy that Tom 
started during his working years. 
Plus, because the cash values can 
come out of a policy income-tax-
free, Tom doesn’t need to take out 
as much income as he might from a 
taxable asset.

This is a supplemental illustration and must be read in conjunction with the basic illustration. The values represented here are for a BrightLife® 
Grow with level death benefit on a 45-year-old male preferred non-smoker at a 5.50% crediting rate and non-guaranteed charges. The values 
reflect the payment of $7,500 of annual premiums payable until age 65. If guaranteed rates and charges are used, the policy would fail in 
year 25. The values here are intended to offer a hypothetical representation based on illustrated rates when this marketing item went to print 
in July, 2016. Actual results will vary based on the underwriting classification and crediting rate offered when an illustration is on a different 
date.



Important note

Under current federal tax rules, you generally may take federal income-tax-free withdrawals up to your basis (total premiums paid) 
in the policy or loans from a life insurance policy that is not a Modified Endowment Contract (MEC). Certain exceptions may apply 
for partial withdrawals during the policy’s first 15 years. If the policy is a MEC, all distributions (withdrawals or loans) are taxed as 
ordinary income to the extent of gain in the policy, and may also be subject to an additional 10% premature distribution penalty 
prior to age 59½, unless certain exceptions are applicable. Loans and partial withdrawals will decrease the death benefit and cash 
value of your life insurance policy and may be subject to policy limitations and income tax. In addition, loans and partial withdrawals 
may cause certain policy benefits or riders to become unavailable and may increase the chance your policy may lapse. If the policy 
lapses, is surrendered or becomes a MEC, the loan balance at such time would generally be viewed as distributed and taxable 
under the general rules for distribution of policy cash values.

8  other considerations

other considerations
•  Withdrawal rates from retirement assets are subject to debate among planners. The withdrawal rate shown 

here may or may not be appropriate for your specific situation. In some instances a lower withdrawal rate 
may be appropriate; in other instances this may be an appropriate withdrawal rate.1

•  This presentation is based on a hypothetical scenario where Tom receives low and negative early returns. 
Past performance is not predictive of future performance; your actual results will be different. If it turns out 
that the market is strong in your early years of retirement, you will have directed funds to life insurance 
premiums and may not need to access the cash values.

–   If you are able to achieve strong early year returns, you won’t have the same risk related to your retirement 
funds, but you will have a life insurance death benefit and its cash values to enhance your overall financial 
goals. This strategy is intended to address the concerns you might see if you don’t receive strong early 
returns, as was the case in much of the 2000s.

•  There is usually a surrender charge that will vary by type of policy. These charges usually run 15 years or 
longer and will affect the available amount you have to withdraw or borrow from your policy at any given time. 
There are also cost of insurance and other policy charges that will impact your cash value. Work with your 
Financial Professional to understand the timing and limitations based on your overall goals and objectives.

•  The strategy presented here is intended to reflect a broad concept and individual situations will be different. 
In certain cases, you will not have complete flexibility with all assets.

–  In many instances, IRA and qualified plan assets will require minimum distributions (RMDs) after age 70½. 
This will force assets out of retirement funds even in years following market losses. 

•  How much life insurance you can purchase and the price you pay will depend on medical and financial 
underwriting. Your results will vary based on your underwriting offer.

•  To make this effective, you will need a long-term buy and hold strategy with a cash value life insurance policy.
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AXA Equitable and MLOA offer:
•  Low-Cost Indexed Universal Life — Offers clients seeking security for their families and 

retirement assets the added security of both downside risk and preserving more of their 
premium dollars towards cash value accumulation.

•  Custom Features — A suite of other “Built-In” features includes riders that can further 
customize your insurance policy to your needs, including a Charitable Legacy Rider®, which 
offers an additional death benefit to the charities of your choice and a Long-Term Care 
ServicesSM Rider. Note that some riders have additional costs and all have restrictions and 
limitations. Be sure to review these details with your Financial Professional.

Why AXA?

*Interbrand, 2009-2015, AXA press release, October 5, 2015

Ranked #1global insurance brand in the  
world for seven consecutive years*

AXA Group has been

Wide Selection
of Riders
to help further customize the design of 
your life insurance contract

64
countries
AXA Group  
is present in 

1859
Providing stability & reliability 
to our clients since

All guarantees are based on the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company, either AXA Equitable 
Life Insurance Company (New York, NY) or MONY Life Insurance Company of America (MLOA).



1 Wade Pfau, Michael Finke, Duncan Williams, Spending Flexibility and Safe Withdrawal Rates, Journal of Financial Planning, http://www.
fpanet.org/journal/SpendingFlexibilityandSafeWithdrawalRates/ The authors note “we find that the 4% retirement withdrawal rate strategy 
may only be appropriate for risk-averse clients with moderate guaranteed income sources; a risk-tolerant client may prefer a withdrawal rate 
of between 5% and 7% with a guaranteed income of $20,000.” 
2 Kelly Greene, “How Much Stock to Own in Retirement?” The Wall Street Journal, February 3, 2014.

S&P®, Standard & Poor’s®, S&P 500® and Standard & Poor’s 500™ are trademarks of Standard & Poor’s and have been licensed for use 
by AXA Equitable. BrightLife® Grow is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Standard & Poor’s and Standard & Poor’s does not 
make any representation regarding the advisability of investing in the product. 

“AXA” is the brand name of AXA Equitable Financial Services, LLC and its family of companies, including AXA Equitable Life Insurance 
Company (NY, NY), MONY Life Insurance Company of America (AZ stock company, administrative office: Jersey City, NJ), AXA Advisors, LLC, 
and AXA Distributors, LLC. AXA S.A. is a French holding company for a group of international insurance and financial services companies, 
including AXA Equitable Financial Services, LLC. This brand name change does not change the legal name of any of the AXA Equitable 
Financial Services, LLC companies. The obligations of AXA Equitable Life Insurance Company and MONY Life Insurance Company of America 
are backed solely by their claims-paying ability. 

Life insurance products are issued by either AXA Equitable Life Insurance Company (AXA Equitable), New York, NY or MONY Life Insurance 
Company of America (MLOA), an Arizona Stock Corporation with its main administrative office in Jersey City, NJ, and are co-distributed by 
affiliates AXA Network, LLC and AXA Distributors. MLOA is not licensed to conduct business in New York and Puerto Rico. 

Please be advised that this document is not intended as legal or tax advice. Accordingly, any tax information provided in this article is not 
intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on the 
taxpayer. The tax information was written to support the promotion or marketing of the transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed, and you should 
seek advice based on your particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. AXA Equitable, MLOA, AXA Network and AXA Distributors 
do not provide legal or tax advice. 

Diversification is a sophisticated method of investment management. It does not guarantee a profit or protect against loss.

All guarantees are based on the claims paying ability of the issuing insurance company, either AXA Equitable Life Insurance Company or 
MONY Life Insurance Company of America.

© 2016 AXA Equitable Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved.
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